Tell us what YOU need.
Copy the survey below, fill it out, and
return it for a free analysis of your needs.

AUTOMATION ANALYSIS

(Please complete and return one form
for each office.l
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No. of Escrow Checks Per Month: _ _
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3. APPLICATIONS ANALYSIS
What portion of the real estate closing process do you perform (List the No. of Matters Per Office Per Monthl?
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Function
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Lender Packaging

Abstracting

Policy Preparation

Regulation Z
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Escrow/Closing
What other functions do you perform?
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AUTOMATED?

_ _ Yes / No _ _

General Accounting
Payroll

_ _ Yes / No _ _

Word Processing
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Client Time Accounting

____ Yes/ No _ _
_ _ Yes/No _ _
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Amortization Schedules

_ _ Yes / No _ _
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Law Library

_ _ Yes / No _ _
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Accounts Receivable

____ Yes/ No _ _
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No. of A/ A's per office per month: _ _
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Title Plant
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No. of postings per day per office: _ _
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_ _ Yes/ No _ _
_ _ Yes / No _ _
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_ _ Yes / No _ _
_ _ Yes / No _ _

I

____ Yes / No _ _
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4. MISCELLANEOUS
Are you presently getting information from anyone else 's computer via terminal? --------------------List your company affiliations (e.g., ALTA, ABA. etc.J: -----------------------------------------How did you hear about our system?
On the back please describe any other automatiOn you may use; also make a sketch of your office show1ng each
member of your staff and his/ her job function.
Please Complete and Return to: SULCUS COMPUTER CORPORATION
41 North Main Street • Greensburg, PA 15601 • c/ o Department Z

If you have any questions. please do not hesitate to call us: (41 21 B36-2000.
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AITA------------------SERVING MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN LAND TITLE ASSOCIATION

A TRADITION OF PROFESSIONALISM
QUALITY

*

SERVICE

*

CONCERN

You too can count on ALTA for your firnz's group insurance.
Better GROUP Life, Medical and Dental Benefits at lower
GR 0 UP prices, at a time when it counts the most. Designed
especially for ALTA members and their employees!
Jack Brennan, ALTA's group insurance consultant, wants to show you another way ALTA can
serve you.

ALTA GROUP INSURANCE TRUST
Now you can receive a fast, easy-to-read, computerized quote for your firm by mailing the
coupon below.
Mail to: Mack and Parker
Xerox Centre
55 West Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603

--------------------------------------,
Please contact me about a special computer quote
for my firm from the ALTA Group Insurance Trust.
Name ____________________________
Company ________________________
Address __________________
City ___________ County _ _ _ _ _ __
State
Telephone (

Zip _____________

)---------

We have approximately

ALTA Group Insurance Trust
209 S. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Underwritten by
John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company

full-time employees
_____ (including owners)
Check this box if you are already insured under
the ALTA Group Insurance Program and
would like more information.
Our present '
coverage renews _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~--------------------------------------

rank O'Connor, the Irish writer,
tells in one of his books how, as a
boy, he and his friends would
make their way across the countryside
and-when they came to an orchard
wall that seemed too high , too doubtful
to lry and too difficult to permit their
journey lo continue-they look off
their hats and tossed them over it.
Then they had no choice but to follow
them.
The Litle industry has tossed its hat
over the wall of change and we have
no choice but to follow. Whatever the
difficulties , they will be overcome.
With the help and support of all our
members , we will climb this wall with
few setbacks and with some degree of
speed-to experience the benefits on
the other side.
Change is here because of new federal and state legislation and regula-

F

A Message From
The President

tion. Because of technological developments in title evidencing. And because
of new ways in which our product is
marketed.
Working together through the
American Land Title Association, we
will help each other over the wall.
And we will become stronger as a result of our adventure.

---

/~

Thomas S. McDonald

TITON: the system for
the

1980's
It will give you
more control of your
business and save
you money . ..

But there is even more good
news. The efficiency of your title
plant will increase as posting
becomes faster and errors are
eliminated. And as efficiency
goes up, maintenance costs go down.
TITON, TDI's on-line
minicomputer system, offers you the
advantages of state-of-the-art
technology, with the security of a
tested system. TITON is
considerably faster, more efficient
and easier to operate than many
computer systems on the market
today. This is because TITON was
derived from years of continuous
experience gained by TDI from
contact with title personnel in
building and maintaining title plants.
This system has been designed
to fit the needs of both single and
multiple county users and can be
shared by several companies.
If needed, TDI can help you to
increase the effectiveness of your
TITON System by building a
computerized back plant for several
years of past recordings.

T ITON's features and
capabilities are:

• Rapid index retrieval
• A bility to add, edit, and modify
title plant information
• Extensive validation of all
entered data
• Local and remote access to the
title plant
• Maintenance of system
hardware by the manufacturer
• Storage expansion capacity to
over 10,000,000 postings.
You can either lease or buy the
system, and the entire hardware
package fits comfortably in only 100
square feet of office space. Terminals
are about the size of a typewriter and
can be located anywhere. And
TITON will be operated and
controlled by your own staff.

Title

Data
11-lnc.

T ITON, a system developed
with the most up-to-date computer
technology by professionals with
over twelve years experience in the
title insurance industry.
For more information about
TITON or TDI's other services, call
toll free at (800) 525-8526, or contact
one of our branch offices.

Title Data Inc.
1835 24th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 829-7425
3540 So. Poplar Street
Suite 201
Denver, CO 80237
(303) 759-5344
11899 Edgewood Rd.
Auburn, CA 95603
(916) 823-8620
901 North 9th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233
(414) 276-2128
100 No. Interegional
Suite 3700
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 478-0998

A Conversation with
Caryl Bernstein
and
Marvin Bowling

R

ecently, ALTA Title Insurance Forms Committee Chairman Marvin C. Bowling, Jr. , and Caryl S. Bernstein, executive vice president, general counsel and secretary of
Federal National Mortgage Association, discussed a wide
range of topics including Fannie Mae programs and requirements , title insurance coverage and other developments.
Fannie Mae is a federally-chartered, shareholder-owned
corporation and the largest single supplier of home mortgage
funds-purchasing loans from local lenders to replenish their
supply of mortgage money.
Chairman Bowling is executive vice president-law and
corporate affairs, Lawyers Tille Insurance Corporation, Richmond, Virginia.
The following is a partial transcript of the conversation between Mrs. Bernstein and Mr. Bowling.
MB-As far as our perception of Fannie Mae and the title
industry is concerned, we see you as a very important member of the residential customer lending group. Whenever we
adopt a particular ALTA policy or endorsement procedure
for furnishing coverage, there's always the ultimate question as to whether it will be satisfactory to Fannie Mae. In
preparing that form , members of the ALTA Forms Committee always ask your people to come over and sit down and
talk with us because-while our immediate customer is the
originator of the loan-their question is whether the coverage we are furnishing is going to satisfy Fannie Mae. They
are not always sure. They say they have the Fannie Mae
seller's guide that says such and such. But, they say, if you
give me this endorsement, policy or coverage, is it going to
satisfy Fannie Mae? So it's a very critical point with us and
we try to furnish you with the kind of coverage that you
desire. Do you have problems in coverage from title insurers
or anything in particular that you need coverage on that the
ALTA Forms Committee might take up?

CB-We have enjoyed a great deal of cooperation with your
industry and we have obtained-most recently for adjustable rate mortgages-the type of coverage that we are looking for. There was a recent period of uncertainty with
graduated payment adjustable rate mortgages with negative
amortization provisions. Special coverage was desired here
and this led to the adoption of ALTA Endorsement 6.2Variable Rate Mortgage-Negative Amortization. We don't
now have anything of that magnitude on the agenda.
We do have a question concerning second mortgages,
whe,re we are very active in these times. We generally require title insurance coverage for second mortgages-have
you !\)ad any serious exposure or problems with them?
MB-No, we haven't. We will of course insure a second mortgage \\[ith the same form used to insure a first mortgage. It is
to some extent a lit tle more risky because, if there's any
equity in the property, the first mortgage has eaten it up
shall we say. The problem we've had mostly with insuring
second mortgages is one of cost, the second mortgage lender
requiring a full examination of the property, a survey being
made and paying a full title insurance rate. However, the
second mortgage lender needs the protection as much as or
more than the first mortgage lender.

* * *
MB-As far as sellers of loans to you are concerned, do you
have standards of acceptability from the standpoint of surveys and also for certain affirmative coverages that you
might require?
CB- We do not impose special standards concerning the nature and quality of surveys but we want a copy of the plat of
survey the lender obtained. It does not have to have been
made within six months of loan purchase. From the title
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Act. That's very important to holders of mortgage-backed
securities. We 're very pleased, of course, with the enactment of the Garn-St. Germain Act. We think it's an important help to lenders to be able to enforce due-on-sale ,
and it will help preserve fixed rate loans for borrowers.
MB-I presume that, on new mortgages, you require a due-onsale clause.
CB-That's correct. We also have the window period concept
to deal with. We will adopt the window period restrictions
that we included in our announcement to lenders.
MB- You haven't asked the title insurance indus try to do
anything about due-on-sale clauses. I take it there's no particular coverage you feel you need-that your regulations
are enforceable.
CB-That's right unless the title insurance industry is going to
have trouble issuing title policies on homes sold because of
the enforcement of due-on-sale. We're not asking for anything but you may be aware of some question on that score.
MB-If you foreclosed and sold and we insured the purchaser
and then the prior owner came in and said this is unenforceable , then we possibly could have some liability to that
purchaser.
CB-I guess we all have more comfort on the enforceability of
due-on-sale after the Garn-St. Germain Act.
CB-Has your committee looked into what they think the
window period states are and when the window started?

insurer, we ask for a mortgagee's policy that does not inthe type of general survey exception that appears in
the ALTA 1970 Owner's Policy. If there is a specific matter
of title that the survey reveals, we ask that it be stated on the
policy and insured against. Occasionally, the lender asks to
be relieved of the survey requirement. This is acceptable (so
long as the title insurance coverage does not contain a general survey exception), where a survey is too expensive to
obtain or is not customary. This is unusual, since surveys
are normally available and customary. We basically rely on
title insurance coverage for this risk.

c] ude

MB-On FHA and VA loans, they do have certain survey
requirements but-as long as they have insured a loan-it
would meet your standards?
CB-Yes. Our standards are the same for FHA and VA loans.

* * *

MB-Since Congress has enacted the Garn-St. Germain Act
(Public Law 97-320) pre-empting prohibitions on due-onsale clauses in mortgages, what is Fannie Mae doing toward
enforcement of such clauses in the loans that you hold?
CB-We announced a uniform policy on due-on-sale , as much
in response to the needs of the mortgage-backed security
program than as a result of Public Law 97-320. I should say
that there isn 't a one-sentence, easy explanation for due-onsale treatment. We will enforce due-on-sale on all loans we
acquired after November 10, 1980. On loans acquired before
then , we will enforce due-on-sale if our mortgage is
wrapped by a financial institution mortgage. Essentially,
our position is that where a home seller takes back a second
mortgage, we will not enforce. Where we enforce, we require that the loan be repaid in full-we will not accept loan
assumptions except as set forth in the Garn-St. Germain
8
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MB-No , we haven't seen any area there where we could
furnish any coverage or be involved other than, as you say,
in the foreclosure period , where we would insure the purchaser.
CB-1 suspect there aren't going to be many foreclosures
where people come in and negotiate a new loan. We should
make a little ad for our resale finance program at this stage:
we have a carrot along with our stick, which is an expanded,
blended rate program that has been very active. We will
finance the sale in connection with our due-on-sale enforcement; we will not leave the parties high and dry. That 's an
important carrot part along with the stick. We have added
an ARM option to this program that has been successfully
received. It's the one that involves a five-year adjustment
and it has the feature of a 2'12 per cent rate cap on the first
adjustment. We also permit the graduated payment feature
with that so that you can get an attractive package. We
expect a lot of business there. Your members should know
that, if the transaction involves a Fannie Mae-held loan,
there is an attractive financing package available.

* * *

MB-What do you see as the significant sources of money
coming into the secondary mortgage market? Do you expect
significant pension fund investments?
CB-We have been seeing and continue to expect significant
pension fund investment in our mortgage-backed securities.
The other source of funds for Fannie Mae is through our
debentures and other borrowings. Banks, thrifts, pension
funds and governments have been the main sources of those
monies. I wouldn't expect there to be very great changes,
except for a greater reliance on the secondary mortgage
market. The banks and thrifts now enjoy great liquidity
from their money market accounts but that's very short
term money to be used for long term , fixed rate mortgages.

We might see a lot of that money invested in shorter term
debt instruments, with long term mortgages sold to us in a
way that allows the banks and thrifts to shorten their exposure and achieve a better match with their assets.
MB-Is the fixed rate mortgage coming back to some extent,
but perhaps for shorter terms than previously?
CB-There's obviously a lot of interest in it, especially among
borrowers. People are exploring different things. Certainly,
shorter term mortgages are more interesting to lenders. I
think we'll see ubiquitous due-on-sale clauses; except for
the government instruments, I don't think there will be any
mortgages that do not have due-on-sale provisions. If borrowers are serious about wanting long term, fixed rate mortgages, lenders also may well start requiring prepayment
penalties that better reflect the financial implications. The
Federal Home Bank Board proposed regulations that let
thrift institutions impose adequate prepayment penalties. I
think that anyone doing long term, fixed lending has got to
be thinking very seriously about that form of coverage for
risks, too.
What do the title companies think about prepayment penalties?
MB-As far as the insurability of the mortgage is concerned,
assuming it is not overreaching and unconscionable , I don't
think it affects the lien of the mortgage.
CB-We hope to come up with some formula, if we decide to
adopt one, that is neither overreaching nor unconscionable .
To some degree, I guess that's in the eye of the beholder.

* * *

MB-How about loans in default? How much time do you give
the borrower and what do you do with the property after
you foreclose?
CB-We are looking to the lender who services the loan for us
to deal with those questions. The servicer is to use his judgment and prudent practice in both of those areas. We do not
have firm time deadlines. What we do ask instead is that the
servicer have a comprehensive program for dealing with
defaults-follow -ups, possible forebearance where justified, re-casting of the loan where justified-so that it's
tailored to the particular borrower and is not a rigid plan. By
the ninetieth day of delinquency, we want the servicer to
have told us what he intends to do with the situation. We
want a report and we encourage things like early contact by
telephone or letter and even a face-to-face meeting. Our
mortgage documents require notice of intention to proceed
with foreclosure and an opportunity to cure the default. We
require them to have a program but we don't specify exactly
when this has to be done. Servicers also have to follow the
requirements of the mortgage insurer, the FHA, and the VA.
MB-Do you ever take title at foreclosure?
CB-Yes, where the loan was held in portfolio. Under the
mortgage-backe d security program, the servicer-as record
owner of the mortgage-wou ld take title at the foreclosure
sale.
MB-Have your foreclosures gone up significantly in the past
year?
CB-Not that much; our comptroller says it's not enough to be
material. It may be the other side of having many low-yielding loans: they don't go into foreclosure very often.

* * *

CB-What about the possibility of coverage in the area of
cooperative loans? Would there be coverage that could be
obtained for this type of loan?
MB-Yes. We are now insuring them without a special form in
the co-op that gives the unit owner a proprietary lease and
stock. We can insure a leasehold estate even though it's
usually a perpetual lease. We can insure that he has a leasehold estate in apartment number so-and-so, together with a
right to use the common elements as set forth in his lease.
Where he doesn't have a lease but is a stockholder or whatever and the ownership gives him the right to occupy a
certain unit, then we have a problem. He really doesn't have
a leasehold estate or any kind of common law estate in land
that we can insure. There, it's more the insurance of the
unit occupier, that the association owner of the building
owns the building. It gets a little tricky. Quite often, the
owner himself doesn't really think he needs title insurance
because he just has a co-op unit. But, as you know, he can
borrow money on it and the lender is going to require some
type of insurance that this apartment dweller in a co-op has
an interest that can be mortgaged. What types of ownership
have you been lending money on in these units?
CB-Well, it's at a very beginning stage. We've done some in
New York City where co-ops are well accepted and governed by special New York statutes. One of the questions
we have as this program expands is whether we will be able

Continued on page 12
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Con you afford a loss at today· s real estate values?

NO?
Then let 30 years of title experience work for you!

R. "Joe" Cantrell
"A title agent for title people"

ERRORS
AND
OMISSIONS
INSURANCE
Escrow Agents, - Loon Closers, - Realty Sole
Closers, -Abstracters, -Title Searchers,
- Title Examiners, - and Title Insurance Agents.

FEEL
SAFE
AND
SECURE

IIIi!Jn provides:
The BROADEST coverage:
The lowest rates:
Prompt and efficient service:
Coverage for prior acts:
Title experience and title knowledge:
Title people to settle claims:

DON'T
TAKE
A
CHANCE

SERVES ONLY THE TITLE AND ESCROW-CLOSING INDUSTRY

2108 N. Country Club Road
P.O. Box 857
Musl~ogee , OK 74401
918-68.3-0166

Toll-free Number:
1-800-.3.31-9759
( Except A las l~a. Hawaii, and
O l~ lahoma )

Handwritten Tracking System
Follows Computerized Plant Start
By Helen S. Peck

C

omplete title plants are essential
to the title industry in order to do
the job right. This is a statement
none of us could argue with, but starting
and maintaining such plants is another
story altogether. The start-up cost alone
would prohibit this ideal situation in
many areas today, even with the computer knowledge within our industry.
Maintaining the plant once complete
and up to date will only increase the cost
in a growing area .
The company I helped start with
DeBlois Milledge and J. Berch Haviland
in 1957 was one where we had to build a
complete plant in order to do the job
right- not only for our clients, but for
our own peace of mind. This was not an
easy job, as any of us who have started a
complete plant can imagine. I do feel
that we did something unique back in
1957; we based our tracting of property
on the operation of a computer. It may
have been one of the first plants that
used a computer for all I know. If any of
you used a computer for plant at that
time , I would like to hear from you .
Th e computer was not ours, but the
Unvi ersity of Miami 's experimental version. The marriage of our needs and
their computer started the title plant for
Highlands County.
Highlands County was formed out of
old DeSoto County in 1921, therefore we
had to film all of the records from the
DeSoto County courthouse from the
earliest records to 1921. The records
thereafter, for land in Highlands County

from 1921 through 1958, were filmed at
the Highlands County courthouse.
As fast as the films were developed,
they were delivered lo the card punchers who abstracted each film onto a computer card. This, of course, required
people with knowledge of land titles to
punch in the cards, and at that point in
time it was hard enough to find these
title people let alone computer personnel. But, from on-the-job training, we
ended up with an exceptional crew in
Miami.
Th e e xperiment work e d and the
printout pages that cam e out of that pioneer computer are in use today, made up
into tract books. The tract books are broken down by section, township and
range, then subdivision. Cards also were
punched for the name file, which is
separate from the tracking system. This
base has been carried forward to today's

He len S. Pec k is a
fo und e r of South
Ri dge Abstra ct &
Titl e C o. , S e brin g, F l o r ida ,
a nd is a co n s ultant to th e com p a ny following
h e r r e tir e m e nt.
Be fo re b ecomin g ass oc ia te d with South
Ri dge, she was th e tax co ll ecto r for Hi ghl a nds
Co unty, Florida.

tracking system and we feel it 's the safest system to work with . All cards before
and after the sorting process were verified. Sorting by description and date for
tracking-and alphabetically and date
for the name file-established the system which was printed and verified.
When asked by the computer people
why we needed all that verification, our
answer was showing them how just one
mistake could wind up costing as much
or more as all the work we were doing.
After that, they thought verification was
a good thing to do. We all were learning
and the experience in retrospect was
one that makes more sense now than
when we were doing it-for at that time
we didn't have anyone to ask because no
one we knew was doing what we were
trying to do.
The whole process took about two
years and, by the end of 1958, we were
ready to open up South Ridge Abstract's
doors. The hard part after opening up for
business was breaking away from the
computer. We were still filming and
sending the film to Miami for processing.
First, the card punch operation was
moved to Sebring and we started to develop our own film, but still sent the
cards on to the University of Miami for
printing. Then the verification process
was moved to Sebring. Finally, we

Continued on page 16
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BERNSTEIN-BOW LING-continued from page 9

completely open-ended. Our concern is intervening liens
which were on the property between increases in interest
and their being added to the principal. Are you aware of any
challenges of the priority of the lien for disbursement?

tee and see if we could come up with a form. We have pretty
much th e same problem that is encountered in condominiums.

CB-No. This is an example of our points of view coinciding
because it was very much our policy not to let negative
amortization reach a dangerous level. We defined that as
125 per cent, and we agreed th at this limit should be placed
of record. Regarding intervening liens, have you faced at all
the question of these "revolving" seconds that more and
more people are getting involved in-who knows what the
ultimate amount will be? Are you issuing title insurance for
those?

CB- Yes, the relationship of the common elements with the

MB- Yes. We have some problems under our policy. The

lo obtain the normal kind of coverage that we look for in
condominiums -something equivalent to the special endorsements that are available.
MB- 1 think this is something I could take back to my commit-

other owners. Are the proprietary leases recorded? Is there a
chain of ownership that you cou ld follow?
MB-

ol usually.

CB-Is it possible to do a cooperative without a proprietary
lease? I guess the only ones I've seen have had the leases.
MB- That's better. Under the old FHA model act, you re-

ceived a share of stock and that stock gave you the right to
occupy an apartment. I hope all the newer ones will give a
proprietary lease. You can borrow on it much more easily
when goin g to a lender.

* * *

MB-You mentioned variable rate mortgages. I hear from peo-

ple in different parts of the country regarding their popularity-some saying they are selling like hot cakes and others
saying people are afraid of them. What has been your experience? Are there plenty of them around or are they beginning to become less popular?
CB-Our activity is increasing steadily and we think it is essen tial that this market continue to grow. It depends on the
particular mortgage and its rate. We find that we're able to
give some very popular rates on some of our mortgages.
Some of the adjustable rate mortgages are starting with
yields in the 9-pl us area and that's very attractive to some
people. I guess it's a matter of what kind of risks people are
taking. There are a lot of people who are still interested in
fixed rate mortgages. We also are interested in fixed rate,
15-year, instead of 30-year, loans. We've acquired growing
equity loans. We 've had a mortgage-backe d security issue,
the first one done on a growing equity loan.
A popular feature of our adjustable rate loans that ties
directly lo title insurance coverage is our "payment cap" on
th e borrower's monthly installment-an option that allows
the borrower to add unpaid interest to the debt if he wishes
to limit th e impact of an interest rate increase. We have
found this to be very popular and , of course, from the title
industry, we need the coverage for any negative amortization that might take place. Our basic plan is to permit the
borrower to cap his increase at 7'12 per cent per year. If he is
faced wi th a rate increase, he has the option of limiting that
increase payment to 71/z per cent more than what he was
paying. The increased debt is subject to limit of 125 per cent
of the original principal loan amount. This feature has been
very effective and very popular; many of the adjustable rate
loans we've bought have had this feature in them . This
provides some protection against "payment shock."
MB- That is one of the important conditions that some title

insurers impose in insuring negative amortization-t hat it
have same cap that be shown of record and that it not be
12
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ALTA Loan Policy under paragraph 8 (b) of its conditions
and stipulations is geared so that, as the mortgage is paid
down, our liability under the face amount of the policy
comes down. Then it provides that future advances under
the po li cy do not increase that decreased liability. In other
words , if you've paid it down to $5,000, but then you advance another $1,000, then liability under the policy doesn't
go up to $6,000. So, to insure a revolving line of credi t, we
have to iss ue an endorsement which negates that and says
liability under the policy in creases as advances are made up
to th e face amount of the policy. This means that as the
mortgage comes aown our liability comes down and as the
mortgage boun ces up our liability bounces up to the extent
of the face amount of the poli cy. You need that kind of
endorsement. But then you need another endorsement
which would say that , if a lien intervenes-a judgment lien,
a tax lien or what have yo u-whil e the policy is at $5,000,
then you adva nce another $1 ,000, are we insuring that the
additional $1,000 takes priority over this intervening lien?
That needs to be in the endorsement, too, to protect you.
Whether that can be given and the conditions that are in the
endorsement depend on state law. Is the advance optional?
Probably. All of that has to be provided in the recorded
mortgage so that subsequent advancers of credi t can look on
th e record and see that, if I do this, I may be subsequent to
an advance. All of that would be fair to him. It has to be
evidenced by some sort of note so you can see how much
you've advanced and , depending on state law, other requirements. You can get an endorsement that will cover
these revolving loans , depending on state law and the procedure used to make the advance.
CB- I lake it that you would want to see the overall limit of

the advance stated, fo llowing the same rationale that we
discussed , and that you would want to see the overall limit
placed there.
MB- I think most of them will say that additional advances

may be made but the aggregate outstanding balance on the
loan must not exceed "X" dollars . And that's very important
-so the next lender can see that this thing is never going to
be ahead of him more than "X" dollars. It's kind of an anomalous statement but the more protection you give a subsequent lender, the more likel y you are to have priority over
him.
CB-It's very much like negative amortization.
MB-Very much.
CB-Also, in negative amortization loans, one of the drafter's
jobs is to make the so-called advances, or at least the

changes that result from interest rate changes, as mandatory
and as self-executing as possible with the least discretion of
the lender. That part of it may be a little harder to work in
this revolving credit.
MB-Most revolving lenders aren't going to make it automatic. They want to see how you are doing before you get
more money.

* *

MB- Your lending guide formerly provided that "the mort-

gagor has been given the opportunity to choose the carrier of
the required mortgage title insurance ... "I understand that
warranty has been taken out. May I ask why and if you have
put in anything else that would help to assure that the borrower has a free choice of the title company to be used?
CB-There are several reasons. We didn't see that the lack of a
choice of the tille carrier was-in fact-a real problem. People were able to choose a tille carrier and there wasn't a
substantive problem that we needed to be concerned about.
Another point in this is a re-structuring of our relationship
with the lender. We are placing more and more reliance on
the lender who does business with us. We are looking to
him to sell us good loans and to otherwise comply with all
the matters that go into making a good loan , including the
title insurance coverage.
MB-As long as the carrier is on your approved list-you do
have an approved list of title insurance companies?
CB-No-any carrier authorized to write title insurance is
acceptable. We're generally changing the way we're doing
things so that, instead of telling lenders you must do this,
this and this , we say this is the result we want and we're not
going to tell you how to do it. You must give us this result,
you must back it with your word that this is accomplished,
and we think you're all good enough to do it the way you
think best. It's really quite a significant change from the way
the old Fannie Mae did business with its books of forms and
specific requirements. We're not giving out recipes any
more.
MB-l think that's important to hear and will be very well

received by all concerned. There are in the Fannie Mae
seller's guide certain things that the seller of the loan does
want. If the warranty proves to be incorrect, is the penalty
that they must repurchase the loan?
CB-Yes. Ultimately, I suppose we would stop doing business
with the lender who didn 't live up to his side of the contract.
But that would be an extreme.
MB-Let me put it this way. If you find the warranty is incorrect, can you make him take the loan back or is it simply
a warranty against loss?
CB-We would have a choice of remedies. In practice, many
things are warranted to that may not be very substantial. In
certain situations, we might say that we will continue to
hold the loan and if this problem we have uncovered turns
out to cause trouble, the lender will be expected to take care
of it. Normally, we would try to work these problems out.

* * *

MB- You have five regions . A national title insurance com-

pany finds that forms, protection and coverage in one region
are not acceptable in another region. The company's general
counsel would like to put out a bulletin that says what
Fannie Mae will accept. Sometimes this is done and Fannie
Mae branch counsel then reply they won't accept what we

say. Then we tell them another Fannie Mae branch counsel
accepts it and the other branch counsel remains adamant.
So then we come to the Fannie Mae general counsel's office
and ask for a referee. In dealing with coverages, forms and
endorsements, do we have to deal with five different people?
CB- Yes, as to matters of local concern. There are always
matters arising in Arizona that do not arise in Vermontmineral leases, for example. But, as to general policies or
endorsements , no. I think a lot of the difficulty reflects the
new types of mortgages and uncertainty as to special endorsements-whether they were authorized, whether they
were valid. I think that, at least in the adjustable rate mortgage area, these questions have been resolved. I see that as
part of the process that, whenever there's a new type of
instrument or new type of coverage sought, there are going
to be differences until a consensus is reached. We certainly
are able to say that you could clear a type of coverage
through the general counsel's office. But in so doing we
would consider the views of the different regions, because
of the different perceptions involved. We have found that to
be a valuable process although it's not as orderly as you
might have wanted.
I think , from your point of view, anything initially of
national coverage should come to the general counsel's office and we will get an answer. But, if you're dealing with
Arizona mineral leases, for example, you should talk to the
regional co unsel in Los Angeles.
* *
MB-Subordinate matters to a Fannie Mae mortgage can include things like occupancy leases, second mortgages, judgment liens, what have you. For quite a while, some of the
Fannie Mae regional counsel were saying they didn't want
to see those subordinate matters at all in our policies. In
other areas , they wanted us to show them but insure that
they are subordinate. Previously, I have had quite a bit of
conversation with this office about not leaving things out of
policies that exist because the policies are not just title insurance contracts but also title information certificates. The
idea was that we were to show everything and say whether
or not we insure against it. Do you have a general position
on this and, if so, do your five regional counsel know it
because I'm aware that they are requiring different things .

CB-Our requirement generally is, as stated in our new guide,
that the title evidence must list and insure over any liens for
subordinate financing, which could directly affect the mortgage risk. We generally do want to see the subordinate liens
listed and be sure they have been insured against.
MB-Would you include occupancy leases in apartment projects?
CB-No. These are normal matters with a project loan. Our
concern is with second mortgages , unreleased liens, judgment liens, and so forth , which directly affect the mortgage
lien. We rely on the individual title officer's judgement on
this-th ere are sometimes differences in approach as to
what is deemed important enough to list. There is room for
judgment here by the title insurer.

* * *

MB- How about your standard mortgage and note forms?

Continued on page 15
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Choosing how to automate can be confusing ...

... until you've tried SULCUS.

More land title people are turning to
SULCUS. Why? Simple.

corrections, and costly mistakes. Your decisions are
no sooner made than done.

Simple to use. Complete in itself and ready from day
one, with no installation headaches. SULCUS, the
turnkey in-house computer. Easy use and total
applications have made SULCUS the foremost
supplier of automation to land title professionals--and
made those professionals the foremost suppliers to
their customers.

And that's not all. Built-in word processing ...indexing
... spelling... checking ... telecommunications interfacing
with others ...complete standard business packages
suc h as payroll, accounts receivable, general ledger.
It all means you can do the common everyday work
as easily as you do your specia l needs.

'

\

·.'..

.

'

The comprehensive system, with
comprehensive support and service, at an
affordable price.

Consider the facts.
You're not a computer professional. No wonder
today's pace and progress can be confusing. Some
sellers say you just need a basic home computer.
They have it. Some say you're so special you need a
unique package. They'll build it. And some can turn
your nightmares into dreams.
Claim after extravagant claim ...one truth stands clear.
Profit is directly tied to productivity. The future of
the land title industry lies in automation. That future
belongs to those preparing for it today--by cutting
costs, expanding service, and mostly, improving
productivity. And productivity is SULCUS' product.

What others claim, SULCUS delivers-"right off the bat."
SULCUS was designed by land title professionals for
Ia nd title pro: >siona Is to solve the problems they

share. Certainly it answers the day-to-day operating
needs. But it also lets you capture--and recapture--a
wealth of sophisticated management and marketing
information at your fingertips. On the demand (with
a few minutes notice) , you get automatically
prepared commitments and policies, lender
packaging, closing statements, checks missing
nothing but the signature, amortization schedules,
and maintenance of your escrow accounts. More, it's
also a comprehensive filing system. You gain the
ability to instantly retrieve information to answer
questions, to make la st-minute changes, to make
instant calculations and recalculations, and to
develop all the necessary documents to complete a
real property transfer. You avoid searching for
missing files, repetitive typing, unacceptable

Bank & Trust Building
41 North Ma1n Street

sULcUs®
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

With a national distribution network, a toll -free
support line, next-day hardware replacement,
SULCUS offers installation , training, on -going support
and consultation , all from one source.
Comparison shop, certainly. But be sure to look at the
one others measure themselves against. Contact us now
for more information. Discover how you can ensure your
future , beginning today.

Dealer inquiries invited.
Call toll free 800-245-7878.

Greensburg , Pa . 15601

412 / 836-2000

BERNSTEIN-BOWLING-continued from page 13

nie Mae been involved enough for ALTA to be concerned
with a standard form?
CB-1 don't think so at this point. We've had some experience

but it has been too limited.
You've done a fine job, I think, in coming out with all kinds
of standards that have become the standards. Are they
pretty well accepted and do you have others in the mill?

MB-Do you buy condominium loans in developments where
the condominium association retains a right of first refusal
to purchase units?

CB-We have found great acceptance although, in this past,
turbulent period, the idea of completely standard forms has
taken a back seat to the need for experimentation and new
loan types. We have developed model adjustable rate mortgage instruments that are gaining acceptance. We are looking at our adjustable rate mortgage plans to find a few that
seem to be the most acceptable in the market for the secondary market investor. We will produce matching documents
for those plans as they are developed. We believe the need
for greater uniformity is important-this was the basis for
the tremendous growth of the fixed rate loan. We intend to
promote thi s approach.

CB-We do. There have been two concerns: the tainting of
this right with illegal discrimination and the investor's desire to exempt the foreclosing lender-his acquisition of the
properly and subsequent resale should not be restricted by
the right of first refusal.

*

*

MB-When you acquire packages of seasoned loans-say two
to five years-do you ask that there be some current title
evidence, that the policy be brought to date?
CB-No-unless there's something special that is brought to
our attention. Generally, we take the insurance given with
the seasoned loan at the time .
MB-Does Fannie Mae acquire negative amortization loans
where th e lien may eventually exceed the purchase price of
the property?
CB-Possibly, but we limit negative amortization to not exceed 25 per cent of the original mortgage amount.
MB-Hopefully, there will be some inflation of the value of
the property.
CB-Yes.
MB-Have you gotten into shared appreciation mortgages,
where a third party furnishes some of the down payment
and joins in the mortgage?
CB-We are willing to enter into those arrangements and have
done so as negotiated transactions. We understand the problem with this concept is not so much the availability of the
permanent investor but difficulties in arrangements between the co-borrowers. The pitfalls of joint ownership
seem to be more of a barrier than whether we or another
investor will buy the loan. We're prepared to buy assuming
their arrangements can be worked out. One part of the problem is that, at the end of a certain period of time , one party is
supposed to buy out the other. If the property is sold, you
have to divide up the proceeds. Also, the investor wants to
make sure that he-not the occupant or co-owner-gets the
tax benefits; this has proved to be troublesome.
MB-Suppose the lender is the shared appreciation recipient.
Have you bought any of those loans?

MB- The form of endorsement we give speaks to that regard-

ing the priority of the lien.
CB- The best practice from our standpoint would be to have

the right of first refusal limited by time so that it must be
exercised within a reasonable period so that the resale isn't
held up .
MB- The extent of our insurance is that such a right of first

refusal hasn 't been exercised so that it impairs the title at
date of policy. But it doesn't say there isn't a right of first
refusal that couldn't be exercised after the date of policy.
In acquiring loans on prefabricated, modular, or converted mobile homes , what kinds of special title coverage do
you require and why do you think it's necessary?
CB-We ask for the ALTA Endorsement No. 7 or equivalent
coverage. This is to insure that the manufactured unit constitutes a real property interest. The reason for this special
coverage is that, under our charter act, we can only buy
manufactured hcmes where they are secured by a real properly interest. We are not authorized to buy chattel paperloans secured by some form of personalty. So we say that the
title insurance policy must identify the unit as part of the
real property and insure against any loss that might be incurred if the unit were later to be determined not to be a
part of the real property. ALTA Endorsement No. 7-the
Manufactured Housing Unit Endorsement-satisfies this
requirement. An added basis for our concern is that this is a
matter of loan eligibility.
MB-1 think we might need to have a discussion as to whether

being considered land within the terms of the policy assures
you that the loan is eligible under your charter. I'm not sure
that i l does. It may be something you will want to take a look
at. We felt that the extent to which we could go is to say that,
insofar as the title policy is concerned, this is land. Then I
think you would need to look at the title policy to see
whether, by insuring that it is land, we are insuring the
consequences of it not being land in that you have violated
your charter.
CB-We wouldn't look to you for that one.

* *

that yet.

MB-Do you require private mortgage insurance on conventional loans?

MB-We've been asked to prepare endorsements that insure
the shared appreciation mortgage. But we haven't found
that much need, that we would have a standard form for
shared appreciation mortgages as an endorsement. Has Fan-

CB-Yes , if the down payment is 20 per cent or less-the loan
to va lu e ratio is 80 per cent or more-mortgage insurance is
required unless the loan is sold under certain participation
or repurchase agreements. This is required by our charter.

CB-No. We haven't

se~n
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"Our plant is unique in starting out w ith computers and
ending up doing th_e work the old fashioned way. The
future may lead us around the full circle and back to the
computer but for now, keeping cost in mind, the old
fashioned way works. "

PECK-continued from page 11

started to hand write the takeoffs into
the tract books. If you think about it, we
did a complete about-face to what is
now going on in plant building and
maintaining. We started with the computer and ended up with the old-fashioned handwritten tracking system.
I may start a few wars out there . But,
granted that the computer got us into
business, the handwritten tracking system we use today is the best system for
our size plant. Our company has a daily
recording load of about 125 instruments
and, even with verifying, we have no
problem in using two posters to be kept
up to date up to 5 p.m. of the previous
day's recording. We do have an emergency system in case we have an extremely heavy load. But, on the average,
the plant is never 24 hours behind
recording at the court house.

We also keep all of the records and a
select type of plant is not maintained.
This paid off in one subdivision that
went through more legal maneuvering
from foreclosure to bankruptcy than
could be imagined. The other title company in our county stopped tracking the
subdivision. Finally, when there was
light at the end of the legal mess tunnel,
we were the only place to go for title
work for that subdivision . The cost
keeping the tract book on it now has
been a fraction of the business done in
title work there.
Keeping a record of all the land in a
county is expensive. But we didn't start
the company on a limited base and decided not to change that thinking. Keeping all probate files is another very
costly item. But we have found that,
with the tax assessor using our ability to
track property with an estate, the cost
has been cut from what it could be by
having him as a client.
When we started in late 1958, High-

Prompt Reporting of Address
Changes Requested by ALTA
In order to reduce the amount of mail returned to the ALTA
Washington office because of incorrect address, those receiving
material from the association are asked to promptly report any
changes in their addresses-including those involving the closing
of branch offices. This will facilitate timely receipt of ALTA
material and will save mailing expense for the association. Please
address change notices to William J. McAuliffe, Jr., American
Land Title Association, Suite 705, 1828 L Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
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lands County was largely an abstract
county with less than 25 per cent of our
work dealing with title insurance. With
the influx of business from other areas
of the country, the percentages have
gone to where we are doing about 75 per
cent of our work in title insurance. The
use of our complete plant for the search
process has made possible the large increase in title insurance in a safe man.
ner.
Some may say the expense that goes
into keeping a plant done by hand such
as ours would exceed one done by the
computer. But when you think about it,
no matter how it's done , either writing
in a tract book or punching into a computer, you have to have a person do the
input. The retrieval of information is
where the computer wins points. But
running a tract book, properly verified,
is one of the safest ways I feel a search
could be done. Understanding that some
counties because of size alone have to
rely on the computer, the search, if done
properly, could also be as safe with computer as the handwritten way.
We frequently have "brain storming"
sessions with the employees in our office and ideas to improve our operation
have been produced in this way. Each
plant has its own characteristics just as
each state has its own real property laws
that govern the way these plants operate. But, basically, we are all doing the
same thing. Our plant is unique in starting out with computers and ending up
doing the work the old fashioned way.
The future may lead us around the full
circle and back to the computer. But for
now, keeping cost in mind, the old fashioned way works .

American First Now
American Guaranty
American First Land Title Insurance
Company became known as American
Cuaranly Title Company, effective
March 1, 1983. This name change, announced by company president T. Jack
Stone, occurred because the company is
no longer affiliated with American First
Corporation.
American Guaranty also has announced the promotions of Bernadine
Abernathy, Ruth Mitchum, and Renia
Rose to assistant vice president. Abernathy is located in the company's Midwest City office whi le Mitchum and
Rose work out of the main office in Oklahoma City-both locations in Oklahoma.

.ficer in Northern Californi a . Cave is
headquar tered in the San Francisco office.
Frank Hernandez has been appointed
vice presiden t , title operation s, and
Rudy S. Telles to assistant vice president , ti lie examinat ions, for Lawyers Title of El Paso, Texas.

Lawyers Title Insurance Corporat ion,
Richmon d , Virginia , announc es the
election of Grover J. Hansen to its board
of directors . Hansen is president of First
Federal Savings and Loan Associati on of
Chicago.
Lawyers Title also announc ed the
elections of Charles E. Brodeur to executive vice presiden t-operat ions;
Charles H. Foster, Jr. to executive vice
presiden t-finance ; and Henry R. Kellermann to senior vice presiden t-operations. All are headquar tered in Richmond , Virginia.
Elizabeth G. Catallo has been appointed manager of the Lawyers Title
national division office, Boston, Massachusetts.
Lawrence F. Scofield, Jr. has been appointed New England states counsel,
Boston, Massachu setts, and Steven H.
Winkler to Connecti cut state counsel,
Hartford , Connecti cut, both of Lawyers
Title.
Named to the position of branch manager with Lawyers Title are Michael J.
Agen, Springfield , Massachu setts; Mark
A. Schittina, Burlingto n, Vermont; and
Richard A. Shinay, Portland, Maine .

A. Deane Malaker has been appointed
vice president and Great Lakes regional
counsel , Southfiel d, Michigan , of Chicago Title Insurance Company.

Stewart Title and Trust of Tucson,
Arizona , has announce d the promotio n
of Pamela Tighe to manager of special
projects.
Robert W. Liebrich has been appointed assistant vice presiden t , Indianapoli s , Indiana , for Common wealth
Land Title Insurance Company.
William Knox has been appointed a
vice president lo work out of the company's Summit, New Jersey, office.
James J. Kearns and Ernest C. Whit-

Foster

man have been appointed title officers
in Common wealth's Toms River, New
Jersey, office.
Patricia S. Chiang has been appointed
assistant vice presiden t in Common wealth's Washington, D.C ., office .
Nancy S. Bond has been appointed national marketi ng executiv e headquartered in Common wealth's Philadelphia, Pennsylv ania, office.
Common wealth also announc es the
appointm ent of Susan Peters Cornwell
and Brian S. Henry lo vice president .
Both are in the New York office of the
company 's national title service division .

Hansen

Brodeur

Kellerman n

Agen

Richard J. Kelly has been named
presiden t of Lawyers Title Insuranc e
Services Agency, Inc ., Richmon d, Virginia , a subsidia ry of Lawyers Title
Insurance Corporat ion.
Douglas J. Thiel has been elected senior vice president and general claims
counsel of America n Title Insuranc e
Company, Miami, Florida.

Schittina

Shinay

Kelly

Thiel

Hamilton

Cave

Hernande z

Telles

Gary Steinberg has been appointe d
county manager for Ticor Title Insurance Company, Pinellas County, Florida.

Ticor Title Insuranc e Company of
Californi a has appointed Kathleen M.
Jennings to senior advisory title officer,
Beverly Hills; Vanessa Hamilton to subdivision consulta nt, Bakersfie ld; and
Wayne G. Cave to chief underwri ting of-
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Intercounty Sales Up Over 50 Per Cent

turns,
don't get caught
in the stampede!
Take stock of the market and sign up as a
SULCUS System 5000 dealer now, before
the stampede. Analysts predict a market
turnaround close on the heels of the drop
in interest rates. Will you be ready?
For a SULCUS dealer, recovery will be a
bonanza . Automated plants ,
computerized closings , productivity,
"turnkey" set-up and support. All let the
SULCUS dealer steer his land title and
legal customers to the newest, most
complete, and fi nest in land title
automation ...that doesn't cost the ranch .
You can become a SULCUS dealer. You
needn't know about computers. We do! All
the knowledge you need, you have. We
award dealerships only to professionals
in the legal and land title industries. \'/e
supply the expertise; you provide I1 o
industry know-how.
Call now to talk about your SULClL
dealership.

Title insurance dignitaries prepare to cut a ceremonial cake marking the tenth anniversary of
Intercounty Title Company of Illinois, which has just purchased the Chicago office building
occupied by the co ncern. According to company figures, Intercounty posted sales exceeding
$11.9 million in 1982-more than a 50 per cent gain over preceding yea r. Shown from left are
Don Ford; Steve Daley, Intercounty president; Stewart Morris, president, Stewart Title Guaranty Company, underwriter for Interco unty; Larry Ca priotti and Tom Higgins. Ford, Capriotti
and Higgins are Intercounty senior vice presidents.

PLEASE
Help your Errors and Omissions Committee
help you- We need to know:
What problems you have had
What successes in finding E&O coverage you have had
Whom you are insured with- Are you happy with
coverage and cost?

sULcUs ®
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

Bank & Trust Build1ng

Green sburg, Pa . 15601

41 North Main Street

412 / 836-2000

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Call toU ..... 100-245-7878.

The recognized leader
in title automation.
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Write to Errors and Omissions Committee

Box 966
Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74005
Or phone 918/336-7528

Empire Search Now
Chautauqua Division
The acquisition of Empire Search Corporation by Chautauqu a Abstract Company has been announced by Willard R.
Morton, president of Chautauqu a Abstract and ). Francis Kelly, president of
Empire Search.

Yuma Buys Plant
Yuma Title and Trust Company has
purchase d Transame rica Title Insurance Company' s Yuma (Arizona)
County title plant and has been appointed the exclusive agent of Transamerica in the county.

Effective March 1, 1983, Empire
Search Corporati on is now Empire
Search Company, a division of Chautauqua Abstract with offices in Little Valley, New York .
Kell y remains with the company as a
consultant .

Glick is a Chicago Title Insurance
Company vice president.

Joseph Glick Elected
By ILTA Directors
joseph Glick has been elected president of the Illinois Land Title Association by its board of directors to complete the unexpired term of Michael
Weber
Weber resigned to accept an appointment as an assistant judge in the Fourth
judicial Circuit of Illinois.

Joseph Glick

Commonwealth land Title ALTA Directory
Wisconsin listing Omitted through Error
Because of an error, the following listing of Common wealth
Land Title Insurance Company was omitted from the 1983
American Land Title Association Directory, page 201.

WAUKESHA COUNTY
Brookfield
COMMONWEALTH LAND (Br)
(AT CLT)
2511 N. 124th St., Suite 120,53005
414-785-9390
Jack Oliver, V.P. & State Mgr.
Duane H. Wunsch, Counsel
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